
Technology to the forefront
A competent foundation creates a sustainable framework

The RoCD (ROSEN Crack Detection) framework for crack detection and management allows for structured 

decision-making based on individual needs, as well as measures ensuring optimum results when using ILI 

systems and other related services. This approach takes into account not only system configuration and 

the actual inspection, but also reporting, crack prioritization, field verification, and post ILI assessments. All  

elements are ready to be integrated into the overall integrity management program. 

An efficient framework requires that all  

elements perform at a high level. At ROSEN,  

a large, competent technology portfolio  

is the foundation of all diagnostic services,  

including but is not limited to Electro- 

Magnetic Acoustic Transducer (EMAT), 

Ultrasonic Testing (UT), and Magnetic 

Flux Leakage (MFL) technologies. Applied 

to the RoCD framework these technolo-

gies can perform to their true potential 

and deliver excellent results. ROSEN 

uses the latest generation of crack 

detection technologies to find axial and 

circumferential cracking in pipelines. 

Using liquid coupled UT or dry coupled 

EMAT technologies, RoCD provides reli-

able crack detection and accurate crack 

sizing. Combining different technologies 

takes advantage of the synergy effect, 

resulting in a significant improvement 

in the characterization of detected 

features. While MFL is sensitive to volu-

metric features, for example, the 

strength of EMAT and MFL 

technologies lies in their 

combination. While 

MFL is sensitive to 

volumetric features, 

EMAT is very sensi-

tive to any planar 

reflector. 

Combining these technologies increases 

the accuracy of the identification and 

differentiation of various types of anom-

alies, whether it is corrosion, gouging or 

cracking. 

Flexibility allows 
technology portfolios  
to be extended and 
adapted 

Longitudinal and circumferential cracking  

can be addressed using the same tech-

nologies – EMAT, UT or MFL. To achieve 

this, the scanning direction of the sensors 

must be modified. MFL and UT tools are  

already available for 

the detection of  

circumferential 

anomalies. Implementation of EMAT 

technology for circumferential features 

is currently being developed at ROSEN. 

Complementary, comprehensive, and 

flexible technologies form the ground-

work for a successful crack manage-

ment program. Subsequently the data 

collected using these technologies 

must be supported by a range of addi-

tional integrity management activities, 

both before and after the inspection, in 

order to ensure a successful inspection 

campaign. The RoCD approach brings 

these elements together in a proactive 

and transparent manner. 

www.rosen-group.com

Investing in 
R&D allows 
for more than 
just mere 
inspections 
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